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Introduction
Barrier surfaces area unit the primary to come back into contact with
pathogens and have overlapping and distinctive immunologic mechanisms
to stop infection. The lung, gut and skin type major physcial and
immunologic barriers to infection. The system is divided into 2
overlapping mechanisms to destroy pathogens: the innate immune
reaction, that is comparatively speedy however nonspecific and so not
perpetually effective, and therefore the adjustive immune reaction, that is
slower in its development throughout AN initial infection with a infectious
agent, however is very specific and effective at offensive Any discussion
of the innate immune reaction typically begins with the physical barriers
that stop pathogens from coming into the body, destroy them when they
enter, or flush them out before they will establish themselves within the
hospitable surroundings of the body’s soft tissues. Barrier defenses area
unit a part of the body’s most simple defense mechanisms. The barrier
defenses don't seem to be a response to infections, however they're
incessantly operating to shield against a broad vary of pathogens. The
different modes of barrier defenses area unit related to the external surfaces
of the body, wherever pathogens might try and enter.
The first barrier to the doorway of microorganisms into the body is
that the skin. Not solely is that the skin coated with a layer of dead,
keratinized animal tissue that's too dry for bacterium during which to
grow, however as these cells area unit incessantly sloughed aloof
from the skin, they carry bacterium and different pathogens with
them. to boot, sweat and different skin secretions might lower pH
scale, contain harmful lipids, and physically wash microbes away.
Another barrier is that the spittle within the mouth, that is made in
lysozyme—an protein that destroys bacterium by digesting their cell
walls. The acidic surroundings of the abdomen, that is fatal to several
pathogens, is additionally a barrier. to boot, the secretion layer of the
alimentary tract, tract, procreative tract, eyes, ears, and nose traps
each microbes and junk, and facilitates their removal.
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Within the case of the higher tract, ciliate animal tissue cells move
probably contaminated secretion upwards to the mouth, wherever it's
then enveloped into the GI tract, ending up within the harsh acidic
surroundings of the abdomen. Considering however usually you breathe
compared to however usually you eat or perform different activities that
expose you to pathogens, it's not shocking that multiple barrier
mechanisms have evolved to figure collectively to shield this important
space. Sight is one in all the foremost necessary senses that kith and kin
possess. The ocular system may be a advanced structure equipped with
mechanisms that stop or limit harm caused by physical, chemical,
infectious and environmental factors. These mechanisms embody a
series of anatomical, cellular and body substance factors that are a
matter of study.
The membrane isn't solely the foremost powerful and necessary lens
of the optical system, but also, it's been concerned in several different
physiological and pathological processes except for its refractive nature;
the morphological and histologic properties of the membrane are
completely studied for the last fifty years; drawing attention in its
molecular characteristics of immune reaction. This paper can review the
anatomical and physiological aspects of the membrane, mucosa and
complex body part, yet because the natural immunity at the ocular
surface. The innate system is one in all the 2 main immunity methods
found in vertebrates (the different being the adjustive immune system).
The innate system is AN older organic process defense strategy,
comparatively speaking, and is that the dominant system response
found in plants, fungi, insects, and primitive cellular organisms.
Anatomical barriers embody physical, chemical and biological barriers.
The animal tissue surfaces type a physical barrier that's rubberized to
most infectious agents, acting because the 1st line of defense against
incursive organisms. peeling (shedding) of skin animal tissue
additionally helps take away bacterium and different infectious agents
that have adhered to the animal tissue surfaces. Lack of blood vessels,
the lack of the stratum to retain wet, and therefore the presence of
oleaginous glands within the stratum, produces AN surroundings
unsuitable for the survival of microbes. within the channel and tract,
movement thanks to activity or cilia, severally, helps take away
infectious agents. Also, secretion traps infectious agents.The gut flora
will stop the organization of morbific bacterium by secreting harmful
substances or by competitory with morbific bacterium for nutrients or
attachment to cell surfaces. The flushing action of tears and spittle helps
stop infection of the eyes and mouth. Barrier defenses are part of the
body's most basic defense mechanisms. The barrier defenses are not a
response to infections, but they are continuously working to protect
against a broad range of pathogens. Any discussion of the innate
immune response usually begins with the physical barriers that prevent
pathogens from entering the body, destroy them after they enter, or
flush them out before they can establish themselves in the hospitable
environment of the body’s soft tissues.
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